


At the last point where science and technology reach people, people are now 
connecting with the world through advanced devices. Shopping at a market, 
renting a car, making music... everything is close enough to fit in our palms.

According to research, around 78% of the world’s population spends at least a 
quarter of their day using their mobile devices or laptops and desktops. They use 
most of this time to have fun or to discover new content.

As OPALAND, we promise people the brand new fun and profitable side of 
METAVERSE with the tools they use constantly. Imagine if the mobile devices you 
use for a few hours a day will connect you to a fun and profitable world.

In OPALAND, time is not just about time anymore. Time = time + money!

www.opaland.io



OPALMINE

The non-functional NFT period leaves its place 
to functional NFTs. Unique OPALMINER NFTs 
designed for OPALAND offer you both fun and 
profit together.

The OPALAND ecosystem is built on a metaverse 
world. Use OPALMINE, our unique mining program 
on Opaland. In the ecosystem we have built, you 
will own 4 different NFTs and OPAL mines with 
different properties. You can convert the OPAL 
stones you dig into OPAL TOKEN. And we do this 
without exploiting the world’s energy. Along with 
the partnerships we have planned, you can also 
earn different tokens from our mines.
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NFT MINING

The NFTs you will have in the OPALMINE mining application will work for you like an Opal Stone mine. We design in 
a very understandable way. There is a fixed supply of pools designated for each month. And every month the OPAL 
tokens left in the pool will be burned. All mining pools will be completed within 24 months. All OPAL tokens will be 
burned except the OPAL tokens mined by miners. Also, users who own these NFTs will have several benefits when 
using our other applications to be built in the future. And in the future, tokens of projects that partner with us will 
also be added to mining pools. You will not have to pay any extra NFT fees to earn these tokens.
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OPALMINE
MINING ECONOMY

www.opaland.io

TOTAL MINING POOL       24.000.000 OPAL   MONTHLY INCOME           
                
RED MINER (500 pieces)             
POOL            12.000.000 OPAL   1.000 OPAL TOKENS PER MOUNTH 
                
YELLOW MINER (500 pieces)         
POOL            7.000.000 OPAL     500 OPAL TOKENS PER MOUNTH 
                
BLUE MINER (1.000 pieces)         
POOL            4.000.000 OPAL   200 OPAL TOKENS PER MOUNTH 
                
TURQUOISE MINER (1.000 pieces) - AIRDROP       
POOL            1.000.000 OPAL     20 OPAL TOKENS PER MOUNTH   
  



OPALYMPICS

Every day, we bring together the mini games 
played by millions of people on their mobile 
devices in a challenge arena. We provide 
users to earn tokens with the logic of 
“Challenge and Win”, not just to have fun.

You can find arrow shooting, Basketball, 
Football, Bowling, Tennis and many more 
sports games in OPALYMPICS.
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OPALCART

Another fun-win application of the 
Opaland ecosystem is OPALCART. 
Participate in tournaments in our gokart 
game, overcome obstacles and collect 
OPAL icons.
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OPALIVE

Are you ready for the wonderful METAVERSE 
FESTIVALS? We bring real-world music festivals 
to METAVERSE. With the augmented virtual reality 
experience, you can attend a concert or festival on 
the other side of the world without leaving your 
home or office. In our system that provides 360 
degree simultaneous view, you will be teleported 
to the middle of the entertainment by using 
your virtual reality glasses that can detect your 
movements.
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OPALSWAP

Undoubtedly, like everyone who has a claim to 
build the future, we also build our ecosystem 
on decentralization. 
Trade, stake and farm in OPALSWAP 
to keep winning.



OPAL TOKEN

OPAL TOKEN is the currency we 
developed for OPALAND. We were 
inspired by the OPAL STONE, which 
becomes a precious stone only when 
the diamond is worked by hands. With a 
total supply of 100 million units, OPAL is a 
deflationary token with its limited supply, 
as well as the burning mechanism we 
developed with the OPALMINE application 
and OPALYMPICS games.
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OPALAND ECOSYSTEM
STARTING ECONOMY

TOKEN NAME   OPAL              CHAIN BINANCE SMART CHAIN 
TOTAL SUPPLY   100.000.000     

PRIVATE SALE   6.000.000 

PRESALE     10.500.000 

DEX LIQUITIDY   4.500.000 

OPALMINE     24.000.000
LOCKED FOR 3 MONTHS

DEVS       11.000.000
LOCKED FOR 24 MONTHS

DEPLOYER     43.000.000 

AIRDROPS     1.000.000 
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